Faculty Perceptions of the Impact of Electronic Medical and Health Records in Optometric Education in the United States and Puerto Rico

Abstract

Digital records, i.e., electronic health records (EHRs) and electronic medical Records (EMRs) are the current standard for documenting healthcare information. The purposes of this exploratory study were to gather information about the use of digital records in academic optometric settings in the United States and Puerto Rico and to assess faculty perceptions of the potential impact and implications of digital records in the teaching and learning process. The results indicated that most students have authority to enter data into the majority of the digital record. Potential influences of digital records in teaching and learning were identified in the areas of time for documentation, development of clinical reasoning, and student behaviors.
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Introduction

In 2001, the Institute of Medicine, which was established by the National Academy of Sciences as an independent advisory organization, advocated for the extensive use of information technology that would “lead to the elimination of most handwritten clinical data by the end of the decade.” This information technology (digital records) became known as electronic health records (EHRs) and electronic medical Records (EMRs). EMRs are digital medical records that contain the standard medical and clinical data collected in one provider’s office. EMRs were designed to reduce medical errors and improve quality of care. Although the content can vary, most EMRs include clinical documentation (notes), patient data (demographics, lab results, problem/diagnosis list, medication list, psychosocial history, other test results), computerized order entry for medications and tests, clinical messaging, and decision support systems (alerts, warnings, reminders). EHRs are a digital collection of individual office visits (EMRs) and other health information. EHRs go beyond the information collected by one office or provider. EHRs can be shared and provide information about an individual or populations. As such they have the potential to enhance clinical care and impact research, public health policies and education.

Digital records are a tool for documenting healthcare information and data used in caring for a patient. An important question to ask is whether this tool goes beyond documentation and has an impact on other areas such as student learning. Clinical reasoning, the cognitive process that clinicians use to care for patients, is based on data, information and evidence. Clinical reasoning can be defined as “thinking through the various aspects of patient care to arrive at a reasonable decision regarding the prevention, diagnosis or treatment of a clinical problem in a specific patient.” The digital record is a new method of documenting the data and information that can be used to drive the clinical reasoning process of clinicians.

Statistical data have shown a widespread increase in the use of digital records among healthcare providers and hospitals over the past few years. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology reported in 2015 that 3 out of 4 (76%) non-federal acute care hospitals had adopted at least a basic digital record, and more than 8 out of 10 (83%) physicians had adopted a digital records system.

Digital records are also becoming commonplace in academic healthcare settings. In recent years, all optometric education institutions in the United States have implemented a digital record system in at least their main academic clinics. In medical education, several advantages and disadvantages of increased digital records use have been identified. Advantages include ease of reviewing notes, availability of information, medical support tools, ease of organizing notes, and potential use of patient registries. Disadvantages include increased time spent charting, impact on clinical reasoning, impact on the development of student/patient rapport, and information overload.

There is a paucity of information available about the use of digital records in optometric education. A search of PubMed, Medline, and VisionCite using the MeSH terms “electronic medical record” or “electronic health record” and “optometry teaching environments” or “optometric health care education” yielded no relevant articles. The purposes of this exploratory study were to gather information about the use of digital records in academic optometric settings in the United States and Puerto Rico and to assess faculty perceptions of the potential impact and implications of digital records in the teaching and learning process.

Methods

All faculty members who were listed in the Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry database as having clinical responsibilities were eligible for inclusion in the study. In May 2016, a link to a survey was e-mailed to 790 optometric education faculty members.
faculty members who met the inclusion criteria. The survey consisted of 35 questions and sought information about the demographics of faculty users of digital records, and about the implementation, use, and impact of digital records in clinical education. Seven of the questions were multiple-choice, four of the questions required a yes/no response, and 21 of the questions required a response along a four-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = agree; 4 = strongly agree). A comment section was included.

Instrumentation

The survey was initially developed from a review of the literature and the investigators’ clinical experience. A draft of the survey was fine-tuned by a focus group consisting of five clinical educators from the New England College of Optometry. The focus group refined questions and provided feedback on the readability and soundness of each question. To aid in simplicity, the terms EMR and EHR were used interchangeably in the survey. The intention was for faculty to reflect on the digital records used in their clinical setting. The survey was administered via the web-based system SurveyMonkey®. The survey was re-sent to all potential participants two weeks after the initial deployment. The formatting of the survey by SurveyMonkey® ensured that each participant could only respond once. Information obtained by the survey was confidential and anonymous. The survey is shown in Appendix A.

Data analysis

All data analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS version 25 (Chicago, IL) with alpha set at p < 0.05. Measures of central tendency were conducted for all continuous variables, and percent and proportions were calculated for all categorical variables. Within-subjects analysis of variance with the Bonferroni technique to control for inflated Type I error was employed to determine differences among survey items. A series of Spearman’s rho correlations was conducted to determine the relationships between items from the survey and the following demographic variables: (a) age, (b) years practicing optometry, (c) years using EMRs, (d) number of clinical students, and (e) months using the current EMR system. Results of the a priori power analysis using G*Power (V3.1) software indicated a sample of N = 67 to achieve a moderate effect size of 0.30 with a 0.80 power and alpha set at p < 0.05 (two-tailed). The comments were analyzed using a grounded theory approach. The authors identified relevant comments with emerging themes and reached a consensus on the themes.

The study was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board at the New England College of Optometry and given an exempt status.

Results

The final overall response rate for the survey was 34% (265) of the clinical faculty members from optometry schools in the United States and Puerto Rico. The assumptions for linearity and normality were met for all variables.

Table 1.
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The median age of the respondents was between 36-45 years (mean 44 years). Respondents had 4-7 years of digital record experience. Thirty-two percent of the respondents had been practicing for more than 25 years. Eighty-seven percent of the respondents practiced in an optometric institution’s eye clinic, 11% in a community health center, and 2% in a private practice setting. The Compulink system was the most used overall (48%). Eighty-six percent of the respondents reported using digital records specifically designed for eye care, and 96% reported using paper charts in the past. The majority of participants (66%) indicated that they felt students were well-trained in the use of digital records before arriving in clinic, and 84% indicated that students were exposed to using a digital record system in the preclinical environment. Most faculty (78%) reported being comfortable using their current digital record, and 69% reported not receiving formal training in the use of digital records as a teaching tool. The majority of respondents (85%) reported that students had authority to enter data into the EMR; 91% reported students could enter medication updates; 93% reported students could enter allergies; and 89% reported students could enter tests and interpretations. This data is shown in Table 1.

Statistically significant differences were found among the challenges in using digital records in a teaching environment. F(5, 259) = 79.52, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.62. Pairwise comparisons using the Bonferroni technique to control for inflated Type I error indicated that time for documentation is the greatest challenge, while too much data is the least challenging. Descriptive statistics related to challenges in using digital records are presented in Table 2. Statistically significant differences were also found among the advantages in using digital records in a teaching environment F(3, 262) = 128.96, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.60. Pairwise comparisons using the Bonferroni technique indicated that legibility of records and ability to access past records easily are the greatest advantages, while use of templates is the least advantageous. Descriptive statistics related to advantages in using digital records are presented in Table 3.

The majority of faculty (74%) reported that time spent by students and faculty for documentation in the digital record takes away from time spent teaching. Respondents were split 50/50 on the perception of a digital record as a useful learning tool. The majority (78%) did not agree with the statement “The EHR has positively impacted my enthusiasm for teaching.” Fifty-eight percent of the respondents perceived that the inherent prompts (i.e., templates) and layout of a digital record system hinder students’ development of clinical reasoning. Fifty-two percent of the respondents reported that they give students their undivided attention including direct eye contact during case presentation. Fifty-nine percent of the respondents did not agree with the statement “As a clinical instructor, I tend to rely more on information from the EHR than a student’s oral case presentation.”

Student behaviors as reported by faculty are impacted by digital records in frequency of copying and pasting data (67%
agreed), relying more on information contained in the EHR rather than directly questioning the patient (57% agreed), writing before entering data into the computer (62% agreed), and ability to maintain eye contact with the patient during case history (85% agreed). Table 4 lists responses to survey questions. Table 5 lists descriptive statistics.

There were statistically significant correlations between faculty age and their (a) experience using a digital record system, and (b) the number of students they supervise in the clinic at a given time. The relationships between the demographic variables with the items from the survey are shown in Table 6. According to the data, older respondents and those practicing longer are statistically more likely to agree with items Q15 (time spent by faculty for documentation within the EMR system takes away from teaching), Q19 (during case presentation, my student has my undivided attention including direct eye contact), Q26 (the use of EMRs has specifically impacted the students’ ability to maintain eye contact with patients during the case history), and Q29 (I received formal faculty development training in the use of EMRs as a teaching tool).

In addition, longer-time users of digital records are statistically more likely to agree with items Q19 and Q26. However, older respondents are less likely to agree with Q25 (students tend to rely more on information contained in the EMR rather than directly questioning the patient) and Q20 (the instantaneous availability of information contained in the EMR has inhibited eliciting information from students). No statistically significant relationships were found between months using the current EMR system and any of the survey items.

Finally, instructors with more clinical students are statistically more likely to agree with items Q21 (students frequently...
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copy and paste information from a previous record into the current EMR) and Q32 (EMRs propagate erroneous information). In contrast, instructors who were supervising fewer clinical students are statistically more likely to agree with items Q18 (as a clinical instructor, I tend to rely more on information from the EMR than a student’s oral case presentation) and Q22 (to aid in efficiency, I frequently use information from EMRs to monitor students’ activity in the exam room prior to speaking with students).

Table 7. Table 8.

Table 7 depicts faculty comments related to teaching and the use of digital records. Qualitative analysis revealed a theme of decreased time for teaching with the use of digital records. Most of the comments expressed the challenges related to teaching and EMRs. However, two comments expressed the advantages of EMRs in teaching. Table 8 depicts comments related to clinical reasoning and the use of digital records. Qualitative analysis revealed a theme of a negative impact on the development of critical thinking related to the use of digital records. All comments expressed a negative sentiment with regards to the development of clinical reasoning skills.

Discussion

The implementation of digital healthcare records in optometric settings has necessitated an evaluation of this method of documentation within the academic setting. In the survey, faculty perceptions of the potential impact and implications of digital records in the teaching and learning process focused on time for clinical teaching, student behaviors, and the development of clinical reasoning. Information gathered about the use of digital records addresses preparing students for success in patient care, which includes appropriate documentation in digital health records and clinical communication.

Student usage of the individual components of digital records

The majority of respondents indicated that students have the authority to enter data into the digital record, including updates of current medications, allergies, and tests and interpretation. Student use of EMRs is an important component in the educational process. The Association of Schools and College of Optometry states, “The school or college of optometry shall ensure that before graduation each student will have demonstrated: effective communication skills, both oral and written, as appropriate for maximizing successful patient care outcomes.” Additionally, the Accreditation Council on Optometric Education dictates that the optometric curriculum must prepare graduates for entry level practice, which includes the following standards:

- 2.9.1 The graduate must be able to identify, record and analyze pertinent history and problems presented by the patient.
- 2.9.8 The graduate must be able to effectively communicate orally and in writing with other professionals and patients.
- 8.2.4 The patient record must allow for efficient review of the patient’s condition and any pertinent previous care provided at the program’s clinical facility.

Appropriate documentation is a learned skill and an essential component of patient care. Students must be given the opportunity to practice and receive feedback in all areas of documentation to ensure they achieve competency by graduation. In medical education, it is an accepted belief that student documentation enhances patient care and the student’s education. Gliatto et al. state that “this hands-on experience has provided a way for students to reflect on patient encounters, learn proper documentation skills and attain a sense of being actively involved in and responsible for the care of patients.” The survey revealed that in most sections of the digital record students have the authority to enter
data. The majority (85%) of optometric sites and instructors give students the authority to document in the EMR. This gives the students the opportunity to learn and practice documentation skills. In contrast, Wittels et al. found that only 63% of emergency medicine clerkships allowed medical students to document a patient encounter. These differences may reflect differences in billing policies, patient safety issues or environments (inpatient hospital care vs. outpatient care). According to the survey, optometry students participate less in some sections, such as data for billing, demographics, generating referrals, ordering additional tests, and ordering additional medications, than in other sections. Student documentation in all sections should be encouraged to provide a comprehensive educational experience.

Impact on teaching

Based on the survey responses, time spent on documentation by both students and faculty reduces the amount of time available for clinical teaching. The majority of comments related to teaching loudly echoed a concern for lost teaching time. Older respondents and those practicing longer were more likely to agree that faculty documentation within the digital record takes away from teaching. This may reflect differences in comfort levels related to technology and learning. Most clinical faculty are responsible for providing a high level of patient care, maintaining clinical productivity and educating students. In any given clinical session, there is a limited amount of time. In most clinical environments, a constant high level of patient care while maintaining productivity is necessary to ensure financial stability. Therefore, clinical teaching becomes vulnerable to any reduction in time. An important question to ask is why documentation in digital records is so slow. Slowness in documentation could be attributed to the inherent design of digital records, changes in student behaviors, or inadequate/ineffective training. The survey revealed that most faculty members feel that students are exposed to digital records in the preclinical environment and are well-trained before arriving in clinic. However, the study did not determine the students’ level of skill after training, type of training or the specific amount of time dedicated to training, which may influence the speed of documentation. Student behaviors such as writing findings on paper before entering data into the computer could contribute to a slower and less efficient student. The reasons some students write before entering data was not explored in the study. Theoretically, students may write before entering data because they are not confident in their findings or efficient in the use of the computer or data entry. Seventeen percent of the respondents perceived that student documentation allows more time to teach. This group tended to be younger with less years in practice.

Faculty members were split on the potential use of digital records as a tool for assisting teaching and learning. Younger respondents with fewer years in practice were more likely to agree that digital records are a useful tool to assist in teaching and promote learning. The most significant advantages of digital records identified were ability to access past records, ability to access patient information, and legibility of records. In a national study by Hammoud, these same characteristics have the potential to aid in teaching and learning. However, the advantages afforded by digital records may be offset by the perceived loss of teaching time.

Student behaviors

Identifying changes in student behaviors related to digital records as perceived by faculty can be helpful in guiding teaching strategies. The ability to maintain eye contact with a patient during case history and the use of the copy and paste features were perceived changes in student behavior related to the use of digital records. Faculty who were older, practiced longer and had been using digital records longer were more likely to agree with the students’ loss of eye contact. Most faculty agreed that the design of the exam room had not been adjusted to maximize communication while using a digital record. Faculty who felt that the layout of the exam room had been modified tended to be younger with fewer years in practice. The ability to communicate and develop a relationship with the patient is an essential tool in rendering a high level of patient care. Poor eye contact while using digital records reflects poor communication skills and may impact the development of rapport with the patient. Students in the preclinical environment need to develop and practice communication skills that allow for the gathering of appropriate data while fully maintaining eye contact and efficiently entering data into the digital record. Suggestions for improving eye contact may include altering exam room layout to maximize communication, instructing the student to look at the patient and move away from the keyboard during the case history, and using defined breaks from conversations with patients to enter data.

The tendency for students to copy and paste information was perceived by a majority of survey respondents. This has serious consequences related to ethics, medical errors and propagation of incorrect information. In 2001, a study within the Veterans Administration System revealed that “20% of notes showed evidence of copying with an average of 1.01 errors per copied note.” In a 2009 physician survey, 90% of the physicians who wrote notes used the copy and paste function. In optometric education, anecdotal information indicates that many students copy and paste information as a means of decreasing documentation time. In clinic, students are learning and it is the clinical instructor’s job to instruc
them on the potential negative consequences related to copying and pasting information. All institutions and clinical environments should have a clear policy on copying and pasting during documentation. Unethical practices, poor patient care and increased liability should not be a mere click away.

Clinical reasoning

One of the goals of clinical teaching is the development of clinical reasoning. Faculty perceived digital records to impact the development of clinical reasoning in three areas: student reliance on templates, use of copy and paste features, and the presentation of clinical data/thought process. Most digital records contain multiple templates as well as the capability of adding free text. The majority of faculty in this study (58%) perceived digital records to hinder the development of clinical reasoning. This perception was also reiterated in the faculty comments on clinical reasoning. In medical education, a major challenge of digital records was the potential barrier to the development of clinical reasoning skills.  

Clinical reasoning involves gathering, synthesizing, analyzing and critically reviewing information/data. Historically, questioning during the case history allows the clinician to gather information, generate an initial hypothesis and refine the hypothesis based on a patient’s response. The use of templates can impact reasoning because questions are asked as dictated by the template and not by the student’s thought process. Therefore, and in order to ensure that a student is applying clinical reasoning, faculty should challenge the student’s thought process to demonstrate that adequate skill, advancement and progression are achieved.

Another potential barrier to the development of clinical reasoning skills is the copying and pasting of information, specifically the assessment/diagnosis and management. The majority of faculty agreed in the survey that students utilize this feature. Respondents with more students to supervise were more likely to agree that students too frequently copied and pasted information from a previous record into the current digital record. Perhaps faculty with more supervisees are more exposed to repetitious notes and thus are more able to detect frequent copying and pasting. The final assessment/diagnosis and management lists represent coming to a conclusion by gathering, analyzing and evaluating appropriate information, examining assumptions and identifying any biases. If students are allowed to copy and paste this part of the note, it may negatively influence the development of clinical reasoning skills.

Student case presentation represents the oral presentation of data and a student’s clinical reasoning. A majority of faculty (64%), especially those who were younger with fewer years in practice, indicated using digital records to get information to monitor a student’s activity, and (66%) indicated using digital records to aid in instructor decision-making before student case presentation. Additionally, 59% of the respondents reported relying on information from the student’s oral case presentation rather than the digital record, and 52% indicated that students have the clinical faculty member’s undivided attention during case presentation. As an educational tool, case presentation allows the clinical instructor the opportunity to gain insight into a student’s reasoning while allowing the student the opportunity to perfect the skill. In medicine, case presentation can take 2-7 minutes. Clinical faculty often balance the more efficient acquisition of information from a digital record with the educational experience of case presentation. Student need, productivity requirements and patient care may dictate during any given patient encounter where and how information is acquired. In the survey, age, years in practice and years using digital records were associated with providing undivided attention during case presentation. Additionally, 59% of the respondents reported reliance on information from the student’s oral case presentation. The majority of faculty in this study (58%) perceived digital records to hinder the development of clinical reasoning in three areas: student reliance on templates, use of copy and paste features, and the presentation of clinical data/thought process. Most digital records contain multiple templates as well as the capability of adding free text. The majority of faculty in this study (58%) perceived digital records to hinder the development of clinical reasoning. This perception was also reiterated in the faculty comments on clinical reasoning. In medical education, a major challenge of digital records was the potential barrier to the development of clinical reasoning skills.

The goals of clinical faculty are to educate and take care of patients. The value of case presentation must be recognized and balanced with the efficient acquisition of information.

Limitations of the study

The study was limited by the sample size, lack of data related to respondents’ specific institution, blurring of the terms EMR and EMR in the survey, and lack of specificity in some of the questions. The overall response rate to the survey was 34%, representing 265 respondents. The individual response rate for each question varied between 265-252 respondents because a response to each question was not mandatory to complete the survey. There is no agreement in the literature on acceptable response rates. However, response bias or non-response error is always more of a risk with a lower response
Data were not collected related to the name of each respondent’s institution. This may have introduced a bias if, for example, a large number of faculty from one institution responded. In the survey, the participants were instructed to use the terms EHR and EMR interchangeably. Although the digital record that most faculty are completing after each encounter is an EMR, the interchangeable use of the terms may have blurred the specific components of the digital record that were impacted. In hindsight, more specificity in some of the questions such as the length and type of training received by students and faculty, level of expertise in using digital records, type of data or text that students copy and paste, and the specific level of impact on enthusiasm for teaching would have been helpful.

Conclusion
Digital records constitute the present and future landscape of health care and have become a vital component of clinical care. The results of this study indicate that students have authority to use several parts of the digital record. Further, the results indicate that time related to documentation within digital records impacts the educational process. Additionally, the study indicates that faculty perceive digital records as having an impact on student behaviors and the development of clinical reasoning skills. Age, years in practice and years using digital records are indicators for the perception of faculty documentation affecting teaching time, providing undivided attention to students during case presentation, and the perception of an impact in student eye contact with patients. To maximize use of digital records in patient care and clinical education, tools such as educational guidelines and template assistance need to be developed to guide faculty and students during the teaching and learning process. The study raises several issues for future investigation, including what specifically about digital records takes more time, whether the training and skill level of students impact the time for documentation, whether digital records impact enthusiasm for clinical optometric teaching, what specific type of training is received by faculty, what is the impact of the training, how template design impacts the development of clinical reasoning skills. In an effort to develop educational strategies, future areas of research may include students’ perception of digital records, Medicare compliance, ethics and medical errors, implementation strategies and lessons learned from past experiences.
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